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A NEW SAFER WORLD
The active hologram,

an innovation for contactless elevators

Have you ever used a lighter, your keys or your sleeve to press the elevator buttons? 
These buttons are often seen as nests for bacteria, especially in the context of the 
current epidemic where they can become vectors for the transmission of coronavirus or 
other viruses.

What if you no longer had to physically press a button?

This is now possible with the solution offered by MZ Technologie: a contactless 
control panel for elevators.

A technological achievement in the field of contactless for a safer new world. Indeed, 
with the active hologram, you can now activate a virtual keyboard, projected in the air, 
and key in the desired floor without touching any surface, thus avoiding any risk of 
contamination.

This technology, which has no equivalent today, is the result of many years of 
development before coming up with this device that has now been rolled out in China. 

HOLOBOX®	from	MZ	Technologie	



An innovative solution with many benefits:
- A secure device: without any contact with a surface, the chain of hand-object 
contamination of all types of viruses or bacteria is broken
- Non-intrusive use, with no collection of personal data
- No network connection necessary and no wave emission
- Easy and quick installation, in addition to the existing cabin and  floor control panel
- A system compatible with all models of elevators
- Two versions available: one wall-mounted and the other built-in

MZ Technologie, in partnership with a Chinese company, is the only company to market 
this active hologram on the French market. The HOLOBOX® is available now. The first 
models have already been delivered and installed by the company L2V ASCENSEURS.

MZ Technologie is continuing its research to rapidly deploy this technology to other 
media such as vending machines, self-service kiosks, etc...

MZ TECHNOLOGIE is a French company specializing in technologies for a safer world. It 
was created by two brothers, Marc and Jonathan Zerad, a long-time entrepreneur and a 
PhD in Electrical and Electronic Engineering. The young and dynamic team is made up 
of around ten people, all passionate about electronics and new technologies in order to 
develop the company in this new market.
www.mz-technologie.com
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